Erecting
MEMO 66
MOUNTING A STAIR FLIGHT WITH TSS 20 FA

1. LANDING
   STAIR
   LOWER STAIR INTO POSITION

2. LANDING
   STAIR
   MAX 15MM
   - MEASURE THE GAP BETWEEN THE STAIR AND THE LANDING IN BOTH ENDS BEFORE UNHOOKING THE STAIR FROM THE CRANE.

3. LANDING
   STAIR
   TURN
   MAX 15MM
   -ALIGN THE TOP OF THE STAIR ACCURATE WITH THE TOP OF THE LANDINGS BY SCREWING THE M12 BOLTS UP/DOWN.

4. MORTAR
   BACKING STRIP
   STAIR
   LANDING
   -INSERT A BACKING STRIP IN THE GAP AND FILL WITH MORTAR TO SEAL THE CONNECTION.
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